Dom's recruitment package as Chairman of Anatomy here at AECOM included positions for some fellow travelers, who also functioned as a support group. George Pappas, Pat Model, who was an associate of George's, and I happily joined Dom in his journey to the mainland. He was a chairman whom one could trust. From my (and Dom's) perspective, there was nothing wrong with being in the Anatomy Department. At that time new techniques were coming along, and neuroanatomy by electrophysiological analysis was quite respectable. A possible downside was the attitude of the cell and molecular biologists and biochemists at AECOM that neuroscientists were really just anatomists, a prejudice that lingers, if in an attenuated form. Dom moved to AECOM at the beginning of 1967. I officially joined the faculty at the same time, but remained at P & S until June, while my laboratory was being remodeled. On a fateful day in June, we were moving equipment and office materials to AECOM and simultaneously transshipping the electronic gear to take to the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, for our usual summer research. The then finance officer would not allow what I considered my equipment out of Ullmann. I was outraged. It was the weekend and after several frantic phone calls Dom managed to pry the equipment loose. That was likely one of Dom's earlier AECOM crises that he successfully resolved, and it was my introduction to the administration.
At Einstein, our department was rather split level. The focus was on 6th floor Forchheimer, still the center of the Department of Anatomy and now Structural Biology. The human anatomy dissection rooms were on the north corridor, and the seminar and lunch room on the south corridor. During cutting season, one could become quite familiar with the odor of phenol without ever entering a dissection room. Dom had laboratories for intracellular recording from cat brains in the basement. The floor was vibration free, which is good for intracellular recording, but there were no windows. Probably most biochemists and cell biologists and the like have never worked in a room without a window. You arrive in the morning and never know what to expect when you leave at night, at least in this part of the world.
The departmental Winter Solstice/Christmas/Hanukah parties were the culmination and high point of the fall season. Dry ice, vodka (cheap, just ethanol and water), juice, a little glycerin, and everyone had a wonderful time. Of course the food was kosher. Picnics in the spring were upstate at an estate Einstein inherited, and regrettably sold, in Pelham Bay Park, or at Dom and Penny's in New Jersey. Dom thrilled the herpetological crowd with a fine collection of snakes, including a cobra minus poison glands that he may have smuggled in from India. More usual activities were seasonal softball and touch football; everyone was encouraged to participate.
In 1969 Harry Gordon, the Director of the Rose F Kennedy Center as well as Chair of Pediatrics, recruited Dom to be Scientific Director of the Center. That meant wonderful new space for him and for a number of his close associates; it wasn't just the square footage; the doors of the Kennedy Center are 8 feet tall. The proximity of the Kennedy Center to Jacobi Hospital with bridges connecting the two buildings was intended to facilitate interaction between basic researchers and clinicians and not to separate the Kennedy researchers from the main campus.
It was probably in 1973 that Dom was being recruited to head, the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness (NINDB), now rearranged and recombined with other institutes in Washingtonian fashion. Part of his retention package was setting up the Department of Neuroscience with him as Chairman. It was not an atypical AECOM package of that era; there was not much in the way of new resources, but rather a redistribution of existing faculty under a shiny new umbrella. It seems that after all being a neuroscientist was more concordant with Dom's (and my) self image than being an anatomist. And there was no responsibility for teaching anatomy. Although Dom had various postdocs recording from cat brains, he then drifted, thanks to the preparative skills of his super technician, Marie Bushke, into the analysis of human Golgi material, work that Eric Kandel regards as his finest. (Eric, Nobel Laureate, was the leadoff speaker at the symposium honoring Dom.) A magnificent collection of Dom's camera lucida drawings is displayed on the walls of the seminar room in the Kennedy Center, which is, if there remains any doubt, on the other side of Morris Park Avenue a little beyond the Price Center but within easy walking distance of Forchheimer. Dom began a major career change when he came to Einstein, and it was good for many of those around him 4MICHAEL BENNETT including me. Dom was (and is) an amazing biopolitician. He had an uncanny understanding of his colleagues' motives and their needs. He always had a bit of the Godfather in him, and he did it well. It is I think an appropriate trait for an academic leader. His political agility no doubt contributed to his being recruited to be Dean of the Stanford Medical School in 1982 and for his return here as Dean in 1984. He later described his sojourn at Stanford as "a lesson, not a mistake." For us, his coming back was very fortunate, indeed.
